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1
I. IKTRCDUCTION

The specific purpose of this investigation was to study
analytically and experimentally the three inverted modes of
operation of a triode vacuum tube*:
!• Plate-input grid-output amplifier
2. Plate-input cathode-output amplifier
3. Cathode-input grid-output amplifier
The three inverted modes of operation are analogs^ respec
tively, of plate-loaded amplifiers, cathode-follower ampli
fiers, and gro\inded-grid amplifiers.
The investigation included studies of the static charac
teristic curves of typical triodes and of the inverse mutual
conductance, inverse amplification factor, and the dynamic
grid resistance in the various regions of inverted operation.
Analytical expressions which were derived include the general
and specialized expresaions for gain, input admittance, ond
output admittance for the three inverted modes of operation.
Typical numerical values for gain, input admittance, and out
put admittance are calculatcd.

A study was made of the

"^In inverted operation the roles of the grid and plate,
in respect to normal operation, are interchanged. The plate
is operated with a negative bias voltage and the grid is
operated at a positive voltage. Current flows In the grid
circuit and not in the plate circuit for moat types of in
verted operation.

www.manaraa.com
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equlpotentlal lines 3Ln an inverted triode#

Experimental

values of gain and distortion for inverted amplifiers under
typical operating conditions are ahomi*
Several triodes with different electrical character
istics and different mechanical constiniction were studied.
The general behavior of all types studied appeared to bo
similar. Per this reason, only one type, the 6J5, was
studied in detail*
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II. REVIEV/ OP MTERATTTRB

The Inverted characterlatica of triodes and the operation
of triodes In Inverted circuits have received very little
critical st\xdy.

A few applications have been made of the

plate-input grid-output circuit in high voltage vacuum-tube
voltmeters#

No references were found describing applications

of either plate-input cathode-output or cathode-input gridoutput amplifiers. Some study has been made of the charac
teristic curves of triodos in the region of inverted opera
tion.
Van der Bl,11^ is apparently the first worker in the
field to describe a circuit for an inverted triode. Ho
shows a diagram for a high voltage vacuum-tube voltmeter
using an inverted trlode and credits the circuit to Dr. E. H.
Stoekle. His description of the circuit is brief and does
not Include any critical analysis.
Terman^ gives a rather complete description of the
operation of a vacuum-tube voltmeter using an inverted trlode.
He shows the static cujrves of triodos for the inverted regicai

^H. J. Van der Bijl. The thermionic tube and its
applications. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1920.
pp. 369-371.
^Prederick E. Terman. The inverted vacuum tube, a
voltage reducing power amplifier. Proc. I.R.E. 16: 447-461.
1928.
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Of operation, but his curves are regular and do not show any
peculiarities#

He derives an expression for the low-fre

quency gain, and he includes a qualitative discussion of the
factors which affect the input impedance#

He also writes

a brief description of an oscillator circuit using an in
verted triode*
Schneeberger^ describes a vacuum-tube voltmeter which
employs an inverted tetrode. In his circuit the screen grid
of the tetrode is used for stabilization purposes. Several
other workers in the field, using Van der 131jl*a circuit or
alight modifications of his circuit, do not go into any
operational details#

The articles describing the work of

theso experimonters are included in the references.
Van der Pol® made an extensive study of the static
charnctorlatlcs of triodea for various combinations of posi
tive and negative plate and grid voltages. Ho notes that
there are pocullarltioa in the curves for positive grid vol
tages and low negative plate voltages and he attributes those
peculiarities to space charge effects. ?403t of Van dor Pol's
diocusaion io, however, concerned v/lth the charQctorlatics
of trlodes in the regions used for conventional amplifier

^R. J. Schneeberger. An Inverted tetrode voltmeter for
high negative voltages. Rev. Scl. Inst. 19: 40-42. 1948.
^Balth. Van dor Pol, Jr. Uber Elektronenbahnon in
Trloden. %olts. f. Hochfroquenztechnik. 25: 121-131. 1925.
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oporafcion,
Oreve^, In an abstract of his dissertation at Jena,
extends Von der Pol*s work and pays special attention to the
peculiarities of the static characteristics of trlodes In the
Inverted reelon of operation#

His explanations of the reasons

for the peculiarities are mostly qualitative and are little
different from those advanced by Van dor Pol. He states that
the spacing of the (^rld v/ires in a triode has little effect
on the coneral shape of the characteristic curves in the
Inverted region•
Chaffee^ Civea an extended discunclon of thr> chnrncteristlc curves of trlodes#

Much of his discussion is esnentially

an En^^lisli version of Van dor Pol's article, and he uses
Van der Pol*o curvos with TJnglish captions for most of his
illustrations*
^srder® la apparently the only worker in the field to
suggest the possibility of usln^; an inverted triode in other
than a plate-input grid-output amplifier.

Ho shows the

clrouito of plate-Input cathode-output and cathode-input

^Ferdinand Oreve. Untersuchungon uber don Durch£:rlff
von Empfangerrohron. Zeltn, f. Hochfroquenztechnik. 30j
234-237. 1931.
^E. Leon Chaffee. Theory of thermionic vacuum tubes.
New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1933. Chpt. VII.
®John D. Ryder. Electronic fundamentals and applica
tions. Hew York, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1950. pp. 242-244.
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grid-output amplifiers but makes no effort to analyze the
behavior of these circuits#

His brief statements, however,

led to the present investigation*
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III. INVESTIGATION

A*

General Scope of Investigation

The investigation may be divided Into two main parts.
The flrat part is concerned with the mathematical treatment
of Inverted amplifiers#

The second part la devoted to an

experimental study of the characteristics of inverted triodes
and their behavior in various circuits.
Equations for gain, input admittance, and output ad
mittance for tho three typos of inverted ampliriors are
derived. The derivations are made on a aiiiall aij^nal baaiSi
i.e., signal voltages are assumed small enoiigli tiiat operation
is over essentially linear portions of tho cliaracteristic
curves of the tubes. The eqiiations are derived for tho general
case and include tho effects of interelectrode capacitances
and any type of static load impedance.

Specialized forms of

the equations, applicable to certain conditions of operation,
are also derived. Comparisons with analogous equations for
conventional amplifiers are made.

A-c equivalent circuits

for Inverted triodes are derived, llie oqulpotentlal lines
in a plans-electrode trlode are computed and plotted for the
condition of positive grid voltage and negative plate voltage.
The second part of tho investigation la concerned with
the various characteristics of Inverted triodes and associated
circuits. A study is made of the static characteristic curves
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of triodos with positlvo grid voltages and negative plate
voltages. A detailed atiidy la made of the inverted region
for low negative plate voltagoa because of peculiarities in
the characteristic curves -nliich were found in this region,
Pamilies of curves are shotm for the inverse amplification
factor, inverse mutual conductance, and dynamic grid resis
tance as functions of grid current. Necativo plate voltage
is taken as the parameter for these curves, '.Teaoured values
of gain and harmonic distortion of the three types of in
verted amplifiers under various operating coMltiona aro
sliovm*

B,

!athematical Analysis

?i

Equivalent circuito for an Inverted triode.

The mather.?'!ici 1 ajinlyale of vacuum-tube circuits lo
. greatly simplified if the region of operation on the charactorlntlc curvco of the tube lo restricted so that linear equa
tions are siifflclently accurate to describe the behavior.
This restriction implies a Judicious choice of the size of
the direct voltages, which fix the quiescent point of opera
tion, and the size of the alternating signal voltages and
cirexalt impedances, v/hich determine the dynamic ovjlngs of
voltages and currents. The signal voltages must ordinarily

www.manaraa.com
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bo rather small so that operation will be linear, and this
method of analysis is tonned "small-signal" analysis.
The usual approach to the small-signal analysis of a
vacuitra-tube circuit is to first derive an a-c equivalent
circuit for the tube#

This equivalent circuit replaces the

tube in subsequent stops of the analysis.

Other circuit

elements are connected to the equivalent circuit of the tube
at appropriate points. The parameters of the equivalent
circuit arc determined primarily

the choice of the quies

cent operatinc point. Direct voltages and currents do not
appear in the enuivnlont circuit except thronrli their effect
on the equivalent circuit parnmetcrs. Thus, the nnalynia
problem is effectively resolved to that of solvin^^ an a-c
circuit problem. Thin is the approach taken in deriving
equations for gain, input admittance, and output admittance
for the three inverted amplifiers.
The Grid current in a triodo operated with its plate
no£5ative and its grid positive is a function of both t^e
plate and Qvid voltages. In General, the grid current decroaseo as the plate voltage is made more negative, and in
creases as the grid voltafiie is made more positive. Thus, the
behavior of an inverted triode is the same as that of a triode
in normal operation if the roles of the c^id and plate are
interchan^jed and a positive voltace is applied to the plate
and a ne£;ative voltage is applied to the c^id.

www.manaraa.com
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Before proceeding to a formal analysis of the operation
of inverted trlodea. It will be useful to state the letter
symbols^ which are used in the following discussion.
e^

Instantaneous total grid voltage
Instantaneous total plate voltage
Iq
Instantaneous total grid current
i|j Instantaneous total plate current
Kq
Average or quiescent value of grid voltage
Average or quiescent value of plate voltage
IQ
Average or quiescent value of grid current
I^ Average or quiescent value of plate current
eg
Instantaneous value of varying component of grid
voltage
Cp
Instantaneous value of varying component of plate
voltage
ipInstantaneous value of varying component of grid
^ c\irrent
ip
Instantaneous value of varying component of plnte
c\irrent
Er, Effective value of varying component of grid
voltage
Bp
Effective value of varying component of plate
voltage
IEffective value of varying component of grid current
Ir
Effective value of varying component of plate
current
Ks
Effective value of signal voltage
ga Dynamic grid conductance
gz Dynamic plate conductance
rg Dynamic grid resistance
rp Dynamic plate resistance
g^ Orld-plate transconductance (mutual conductance)
g^ Plate-grid transconductance (inverse mutual con
ductance)
^ Amplification factor
Inverse amplification factor
Cgp Orld-plate capacitance
Gp]c Plate-cathode capacitance
Ggk Orid-cathode capacitance

^These sjnnbols are adapted from Standards on electronics*
Definitions of terms, symbols. New York, The Institute of
Radio Engineers. 1938 (reprinted, 1943). Consistent symbols
are adopted where no standard letter symbol is specified.
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The functional expression for grid current ia given by
i© «•

•

(1)

The total dirferential of this expreaaion la

The dynamic grid oonductanoe^ gg, ia defined as 3ic/a©Q and
the inverse matual conductance, gn# ia defined aa dio/dei)*
Then
dio £ egdoc

gnd©b •

(3)

Kow lot dig « 0. This la equivalent to inveotigating tho
behavior tmder the condition of constant total grid current.
The result is
Q ® 6g<l«c + Sn^®b
or
Sn «.<^®o
Sg " ^dig S 0
The aeries and parallel a-o equivalent circuits may bo
derived in a manner analogous to that employed for triodea
operated in a normal fashion#^ The resulting a-c equivalent
oircuitB are shown in Pig# 1«

Tho various intereloctrodo

capacitances are not shovm, but can be added at tho appropriate
places when needed#

The important restriction which must

be observed when using these eqixivalent circuits is that the

^Ryder, og, cit«. pp. 198»204.
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1

7

:o-

Z./

E,

L
K
(a) Seriea-equlvalent

G
-41-

1»

I

"g

©
(b) Parallel-equivalent
Fig. 1. Series and Parallel A-c Equivalent Circuits
for an Inverted Triodo.
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quiescent point and the signal voltage must he selected so
that the path of operation does not depart from a linear
portion of the dynamic characteristics of the tube. The
equivalent circuits are labeled with symbols for sinusoidal
operation. Instantaneous values of the varying components
of grid and plate voltages and currents may be employed if
the restrictions upon the region of operation are observed.
The parts of the circuits in Pig. 1 which are drawn with
solid lines are those belonging to the equivalent circuit of
the tube. The parts connected by dashed linos indicate the
method of connection In a complete circuit. The complete
circuit shown is that of a plate-input grid-output amplifier.
The directions of current and of voltage rises are chosen so
that they are consistent and will moat easily yield the proper
phase relationships in expressions for gain. Other choices
may be made if proper attention is paid to algebraic signs.
Kven though the a-c equivalent circuito are strictly
applicable only when operation is over a limited region of a
tube*8 characteristic curves, these equivalent circuits may
also be used to obtain an estimate of the behavior of a tube
In a circuit In which the restriction is not observed.
Yftien the equivalent clrouita are used in this manner, too
much importance must not be attached to the numerical results
obtained. However, if reasonable discretion is used in inter
preting results, much useful information can be gained without

www.manaraa.com
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the complications arising from an attempt to solve non-linear
equations.

S. Gain, input admittance, and output admittance.

Three characteristics of amplifier circuits which may he
obtained by the use of a-c equivalent circuits are of par
ticular importance. They are gain, input admittance (or
impedance), and output admittance (or impedance). Alternate
methods are available for obtaining expressions for those
three charactoristics.

One method is to utilize the a-c

equivalent circuit for the inverted triode. The circuit
which is being studied ia connected to the equivalent circuit
for the tube and the analysis carried forward by th© use of
conventional a-c circuit theory. The second method is to
derive expressions for these characteristics of the three
amplifiers employing trlodes in a conventional manner, and then
to convert tiie resulting expreosions by use of the method of
analogs. The last method, while it seems to be circuitous,
offers important advantages.

Many of the expressions have

been derived b:/ previous workers In the field, are easily
available in the literature, and can be used for a check on
the accuracy of derived expressions. A second advantage ia
that offered by familiarity with conventional amplifier
circuits. The second method was used in deriving the ex-

www.manaraa.com
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presalons presented herein.
General expressions for gain, input admittance, and out
put admittance of conventional amplifier circuits wore not
found in the literature in many cases. Often simplifying
assumptions wore made near tho beginning of a derivation thus
making tho resulting expressions special cases. However,
the special cases were useful for partial checks.

Rydor^

and Argulmbau'^ wore found to be particularly useful in
checking derived expressions.
*

The actual and the aeries a-c equivalent circuits for the
three types of invei'ted amplifiers are shown in Figu. 2, 3,
and 4. The derived expressions for gain, input admittance,
and output admittance are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respec
tively. The expressions for gain, input admittance, and
output admittance for conventional amplifiers are shown in
Tables 4, 5, and 6.
In all oases the general expressions for gain, input
admittance, and output admittance are calculated. That is,
both the interelectrode capacitances and a general static
load Impedance are taken into consideration. Specialized
expressions are derived in addition to tho general expressions.
The most significant specialized expressions are those in

^Ryder, ojo. cit.
^Lavn:*once B. Argulmbau. Vacuum-tube circuits. Nov/ York,
John ?/iloy & Sons, Inc., 1948.
1

I
)
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sj:

(b) Sorlcs-equivalont
(n) Actual Circuit
Fig. 2. Plate-input Grid-output Amplifier.

picr^^;

T+
(a) Actual Circuit
(b) Series-equivalent
Fig. 3. Plate-input Cathode-output Amplifier.

r
ZlS

EO

If

0

Es

X
•^1+
E,
v.,
U-g
(a) Actiel Circuit
(b) Series-equivalent
Fig. *r. Cathode-input Grid-output Amplifier.
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Table 1
Voltage Gain of Inverted Amplifiers
Plate-input Grid-output
General

Plate-input Cathode-output
General

- ^)2L'

A

•

A•
+

^n^L
Tg
SS'L

General

gnZ2 + 1
^
+ Z2tZK' +
Szfi2 ' 1 ^
2K»rg

A

£rg
-f DJZL'
Z3(rg+ Zi.'; + rgZi,'

ZLs Cgk » Cpk •0

^KP - C^k'Cpk •0
A s

Cathode-input Grid-output

A9

z Cffk » Cpk « 0

-^n^K
rg + l/«n +• UZK

A

s Cgk • Cpk = 0, l>^n

C"n
DZl.
"^g +
s °Kk ~ ®pk =

A

A

ZL

Zl' = IAL'

%' = WK'

YL' = YL + 3-Ogfe

YK' » *K +

Yl' = YL + 3-Ogp

Z2 2 — 3/''®gp

22 s "•

Z5• - jA'Cgk
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Table 2
Input Admittance of Inverted Amplifiers
Plate-input Grid-output

®gp^^ "

^In •

Cathode-input Grid-output
General

General

General
^In • 3^|ppk

Plate-input Cathode-output

+ ^pk^^ "* ^8

^in •

+ 2^

- j^'Cpjj + A(Yx,
lAl

1

^in =

IAl« 1
^in "

+ ®pk^
2L' = IAL*
V =*L+ J""®,
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Table 3
Output Admittance of Inverted Ampllfiere
Plate-Input Crld-outqput

Plate-input Cathode-output
General

General

V nv ,(gn^YgXy^s)
O"" 8^

rgTZj^Zg+Z^Zg^-ZgZg)

23=0
^o=6g +

Zs »0 (YsS«)
*

"gk^

Zg« »

^o'Bn ^-*2 +*S
Zg« •» (Y3SO)

*o"*3 +
CBp-gnk'gpk'O
^o"®6"rv
g

*o'«K<-8g+8n

Zg s Iiqpedanoe of signal souroo

Zg 8 IiQ}edanoe of signal
souroo

Zi r -j/u.Cpi£
'2 -j/oCgP

Ys • 1/Zs

Yjj = 1/2K

Yl « J-Ogp
Y2 - 3«Cpk'
Y3 • 6g +

•»• 3'»0gk

www.manaraa.com
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Cathode-input Grid-output
General
(r^+Zj)(Zj^+Zg)
*o»J"Cgp+ rgS!3(2it2s)^2l2s(v23VnS!5»
Zgso
Xo'%6<-3'-(Cgp + Og„)
Zs""

1

^o»l-'[0BP^0p4t>'n-l5S^k-6gk»)
q«D'0«k-°Dk'°

Zg 8 Impedance of aignal aouroe
2i • -j/wCpic
Z5 a -iAOgk
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Table 4
Voltage Gain of Conventional Au^Ufiers
Plate-loaded
General

Cathode-rollover

General

General

(/C2 * yp)ZL'
~ 3pptZ2 + Zj,*;
z^zjj

g|i^2 + 1
Cgp - Cgk « Cpk
MZj,

A » -• 2,
rp ^
Zl

0

.

1

Sm^2

A s

Grounded-grid

[rp f
" Zs'^p + Zl''^'pH'

Vfp

Cgp
'
Cck'
Cpk •°

Cgp * Ogit = °pk •0
_ (/*<•
A =

. _
%
* - rp +
l)Z|i

l)Zj,

L' • IAL*

Zk' - IAk'

Zl' = IAL'
Yl' =
+ J'^Cpk

YK» » YK

Zg • - jACgp

Z2 s - jACgij

JKJpic

Z
Yl* 5

Z3 • - jACpjf
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Table 5
laput Adfldttance of Conventional Amplifiers
Plate-loaded
General

Cathode-follower
General

Grounded-grid
General

*ln » 1-[Cep + Cgkd - A)]

^In *•

*in = ^•'Cefc
» J-Cgit + ACYJ, • j"H:gp)

II

<

Yin s J'-Cgp
Zl' = IAL'
3-Cgp
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Tabla 6

Output Adfldttance of Conventional Amplifiers
Plate-"loaded

Oathode-follover
General

General
(Z2-»rp}(ZJ^+Zg)•^ZJ^Zg(A*^l)
^o'J'^^pk
rpTz]^Z2't^ZiZs«Z2Zs)

Y Iff , lfimtY8)(Yl^Ys)
Yj^+Ygi-Yg

Z3SO

ZssO
^"^®gp"'"®pk^
ZgS «

ZgCOO

Pgp=°gk'<'plc=°

°Kp'°gk'Ci)k»°
'^e'^K'Bp^ea

Ze s lomedanoe of signal source
Zi = -jACgic
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irtiich the effect of Interelectrode capacitances are neglected.
These yield equations which are valid for low-frequency
operation#

Other simplified expressions are obtained by

assuming the magnitude of the gain to be considerably smaller
than unity. This is a reasonable assumption except in the
case of the cathode-input grid-output amplifier.
In the case of output admittance, the effect of the
series impedance of the signal source is included, and
specialized expressions are obtained for limiting values of
source impedance*
The plate-input grid-output amplifier gives a phase shift,
due to the tube, of 180® from input to output. There may bo
additional phase shift resulting from reactances in the cir
cuit*

The magnitude of the gain has a maximxam value, iinder

ordinary conditions of operation, equal to the inverse am
plification factor of the tube*

Since the inverse amplifi

cation factor is approximately the reciprocal of the normal
amplification factor, the gain of this amplifier is consider
ably less than unity. The input admittance is essentially
that due to the grid-plate and plate-cathode capacitances in
parallel, plus any distributed and wiring capacitance*

The

Miller effect, which is so significant in determining the
input admittance of conventional plate-loaded amplifiers,
plays a very minor role in the plate-input grid-output am
plifier*

The conductive component of the input admittance
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Is determined primarily by the surface leakage between the
plate and cathode terminals#

In spite of the lovr gain, in a

voltage sense, there la hi^ power amplification at fre~
quencles up to at least 100 kc*
At low frequencies^ the output admittance is equal to
the dynamic grid conductance.

At higher frequencies this value

la modified by the effects of the intorelectrodo capacitances.
In general, the output admittance increases with frequency,
but not in direct proportion.
The plate-input cathode-output amplifier, like the con
ventional cathode-follower, has f^aso shift between the input
and output terminals which results from the reactances of
the circuit alone. The tube does not produce the 180® phase
shift that it does in the plate-input grid-output amplifier.
The magnitude of the gain has a ma^ciiaum value equal approxi
mately to the Inverse amplification factor of the tube.
Except for phase shift, the gain of the plate-input cathodeoutput amplifier and the plate-Input grid-output amplifier,
with equal load impedonces, is the some at frequencies low
enough that the Interelectrode capacitances may bo neglected.
The input admittance of a plate-input cathode-output
amplifier is nearly the same as that of a plate-input gridoutput amplifier. Under the usually valid assumption that
the magnitude of the voltage gain is much less than \uiity,
the values of input admittance of the two amplifiers are iden-
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The conductive component of the Input adnlttanco is

determined primarily by the surface leakage between the plate
and grid terminals. The power amplification is high.
At low frequencies, the output admittance is equal to
the sum of the cathode (load) admittance, the dynamic grid
conductance, and the inverse mutual conductance. Thus, the
output admittance is somewhat higher than for a plate-input
grid-output amplifier. The output admittance increases with
frequency, but not in direct proportion. It decreases some
what with an increase in the impedanco of the signal source.
The voltage gain of the cathode-input grid-output am
plifier has a raajciirrum value slightly greater than unity.
There is zero phase shift from input to output resulting from
the action of the tube. The only phase shift ariaoa from
rcactances of the associated circuit. Since the gain is
approximately unity under ordinary conditions of operation,
the input admittance la approximately the sum of the susceptance of the plate-cathode and grid-plate capacitances and
the admittance of the load. The load would usually have a
rather large admittance, and the input admittance will gener
ally bo high. This is equivalent to a low input impedance.
At low frequencies, the output impedance Is the sum of
the dynamic grid resistance and a term which is approximately
equal to the impedance of the signal source. The output
admittance Is the reciprocal of the output impedanco. In
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general, the output admittance Increases with frequency and
decreases as the source impedance is increased*

3. Bquipotential lines.

An estimate of the trajectory of electrons in a tuhe
con be obtained from plots of the equipotential linos in a
tube without space charge. Such plots are relatively easy to
obtain for tubes with simple geometries since the equations
of equipotential and flow lines of the electric field muot
satisfy Laplace's equation,
A plane-electrode tube was selected for the study of the
equipotential lines. This type of tube was choson in pre
ference to a cylindrical triodo because of its simple geometry.
However, the electric fields in a plane-electrode and a
cylindrical tube are .related through complex variable trans
formations.^
For purposes of the study a tube having a goomotrical
amplification factor of 20 was chosen.^ The ratio of gridwire diameter to spacing between grid wires was 0.08. The
ratio of grid-to-plato spacing to spacing between grid wires
was 4.4. The grid-to-cathode spacing was equal to the spac-

^Korl R. Spangenberg. Vacuum tubes. Nov; York, McGrawHill Book Co., Inc. 1948. pp. 127, 135.
' Xbi^., pp. 126, 149.
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Ixig between grid wires*

The potential was calculated at

eleven points on each of five lines extending from the cathode
to the plate*

Two of these lines passed through adjacent

grid wires, two more lines were located one-fourth of the dis
tance from one grid to another, and the other line paoaod half
way between the grid wires. These calculations yielded the
potential at 55 points In the region between two adjacent grid
wires and extending from the cathode to the plate*

These

points of known potential gave sufficient information from which
equipotentlal lines were plotted for several plate and t^rid
voltages*

Those plots are seen in Figs* 5 and 6* In all cases

the grid was at a positive potential of 5 volts. The plate
potential was varied from cathode voltage to -120 volts*
Cathode potential was asstsned to be ssero and taken as the
point of voltage reference*

The plot for -120 volts of plate

potential shows the equipotentlals In the tube when it is in
a cut-off condition*
volts*

The plate voltage for cut-off was -100

other plots are for negative plate voltages loss

than the cut-off value*

C*

Experimental Pata

1. Grid dissipation.

One of the first problems which must be considered in
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the utilization of a trlode in an inverted circuit is the
amount of heat which the grid can dissipate, usually expressed
in terms of maximum allowable power input to the grid. The
ratings given by manufacturers for tubes in conventional
circuits are of little help since these ratings presuppose
that the plate must also dissipate heat, Furthexnnore, in
normal operation, the power input to the plate is much freater
than that to the grid#

For most receiving type triodes de

signed for voltage ajnplifier service the ratings do not per
mit the grid to be driven positive, and the allowable grid
dissipation rating is essentially aero.

For pov/er triodea

the grid is usually permitted to go somewhat positive for a
part of a cycle and the manufacturers* ratings permit some
power input to the grid*
When a triode is used in an inverted amplifier, the
plate is biased negatively so that even on the peaks of the
signal voltage little or no plate current flows*

The grid is

hold at a positive voltage, and grid current flows most or
all of the time*

It is to be expected that under this con

dition of operation the grid would be able to dissipate
safely a small amoimt of heat, both by radiation to the
plate which would be at a lower temperature, and by conduction
along the grid leads*

In order to get an estimate of the

amount of power which could be handled by the grids of typical
triodes in inverted operation, three types, a 6J5, a 6C5, and.
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a 2C22f wore connected so that they each passed a grid current
of 10 ma with a positive grid voltage of approxiraatoly 12
volts#

The negative bias supplied to their plates nas approxi

mately 160 volts. The tubes vrero permitted to pass this
amount of grid current until they reached a stable operating
temperature. There were no perceptible changes in any vol
tages or currents during the period of the test, and

nil

out

ward indications were that the tubes had not been damased in
any way. In order to moke certain that the grids and other
parts of the tubes had not been daraigod the tubes were dis
mantled. There wns no cvidenco of damage of any kind to any
part of the tubes, oven v;hon inspected under a low-porrer
magnifying glass. A 6N7 twin-triode power tube, which had
passed grid currents of 20 to 30 ma during a preliminary in
vestigation^ was also dismantled. It, too, showed no evidenco
of damage. This tube is equipped with a grid radiator and is
rated for a peak current of approximately 22 ma and no
damage woiild bo expected of this tube.

As a result of these

tests it was concluded that any one of those tubes could
safely pass a s^id current of 10 ma without damage. The
validity of this conclusion, for a 6J5 at least, is demon
strated by the fact that in later investigations currents as
high as 15 ma v/or© passed by a 6J5 numerous tJLmes with no
indication of changes In the charaoteristics of the tube.
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Inverted static characteristic curves.

A preliminary investigation of the static characteristic
curves of a 6J5, 605, 2C22, and 6N7 showed that the curves
were all similar. Later chocks on specific items verified
this observation#

Because of this similarity amon^; the

various types of tubes cited above it appeared unnecessary to
obtain complete datn on all of them and a type 6J5 was se
lected for which complete data wore obtafLned, Two 6J5 tubes
were used for most of the Investigation. These two tuboo
wore not specially selected, but did have approximately the
same characteristics•

One was used for obtaining prellriinary

data and in making certain the various circuits were working
properly. The second tube was subotitiited when quantitative
data were being recorded*

This procedure was adopted to

protect the second tube from inadvertent damage. There v/as,
however, no perceptible change in either 6J5 tube during tho
coxirse of the investigation.
The static charncteriatic curves v/ere obtained in a
conventional manner through the use of d-c voltmeters and
mllliammetors and adjustable direct current sources. It v;aa
found desirable, however, to obtain detailed data for small
negative plate voltages in the case of the inverse transfer
curves, in addition to tho rogular ciirves.

In this region

the curves possess two or three maxima and minima. In order
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to define clearly the exact position of these maxima and minima
a 0-1 ma d-c mllliammeter was connected in series with the
0-10 ma meter which was used to meas\iro the grid current.
Most of the grid current was bucked out by a l«5-volt battery
and 10,000-ohm rheostat in shunt with the 0-1 ma meter#

This

small meter could then be used to define clearly the maxima
and minima points while the larger meter Indicated the total
current taken by the grid. This procedure had the effect of
^ivinii a magnification of ten times in those regions of
interest*
Independent sets of data wore obtained for the three
static characteristic curves. The first presents grid
cxirrent as a function of grid voltage for various constant
values of negative plate voltage. This gives the family of
grid cliaracteristlc curves. The second presents grid current
as a fimcfcion of negative plate voltage for various constant
values of grid voltage. This gives a family of inverse trans
fer curves. Tlie third presents grid voltage as a function
of negative plate voltage for various constant values of grid
current. The curves of this family are usually cr.lled the
constant-current curves. Any one of the three famlllea of
curves contains the same data ns the other two. However,
each family Is useful In interpreting certain aspects of a
tube's behavior.
The grid characteristics for various constant values
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of negative plate voltage are shown in Fig.

These curves

are quite regular and are similar to the ordinary plate
characteristics of a triode. There are some irregularities
which appear for low values of negative plate voltage. These
irregularities are siiggested by the closeness of the 0 and
-50 volt curves compared to the spacing of the other curves
of the family#

The irregularities are best shown in the

inverse transfer curves and constant-current curves and are
discussed in connection with those curves.
The inverse transfer curves for a 6J5 are shown in
Fiti, 8. Those curves are regular and are similar to the
ordinary transfer characteristics of a triode except for low
values of negative plate voltage. In this region the curves
are highly irregular. A more detailed study of these irre
gularities is shown in Fig. 9. A further study was made of
the behavior of the grid, and total (catiiode) currents for
small negative plate voltages. The data are shown as curves
in Pig, 10.
The inverse constant-current curves are shown in Pig. 11.
Those curves are fairly regular. The Increased spacing betv/een curves as the current is reduced indicates a semiremote cut-off characteristic. There are some irregularities
in the curves for small negative plate voltages. These are
shown in detail in Pig. 12.
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Inverted-tube parameters.

The Inverse amplification factor

inverse mutual

conductance (gji), and dynamic grid resistance (rg) vrere
measured by the use of a General Radio Type 561-D VacuumTube Bridge, This bridge is arranged ao that a large range
of values of any of the three tube parameters may be measured.
In addition, a switch on the panel enables the operator to
measure negative as well as positive quantities with equal
facility#

Before consistent results could be obtained it was

found necesr.ary to clean and lubricato all the contact points
of the decado resistors which are a part of this bridge.
It was also necessary to shunt the direct voltage sources
for both the grid and plate with 10«microfarad capacitors to
reduce 60-cyclo noise to a level low enough that it was not
troublesome. A filament transformer was used to supply
filament power. There was no apparent difficulty from 60cycle noise from this source.

An audio oscillator, set at

1000 ops, was used as the signal source. The detector v/as a
cathode ray oscilloscope.
All three of the tube paromoters were measured for each
sotting of grid and plate voltage. The results v;ere checked
for discropancies by uso of the relation/<n - Sn * rg. All
values checked to within 2 per cent, v;hich is the rated
accuracy of the bridge*

Most values checked much better
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than this*
The measured values of the Inverse amplification factor
are plotted In Pig. 15«

Except at small values of grid

ctirrent, less than about 3 ma, the plate voltage has rela
tively little effect on the value of the amplification factor*
The curves appear to level off at values between 0.040 and
0«045«

This is £ui expected result since the amplification

factor is primarily determined by geometrical considerations
and to a lesser extent by the actual voltages applied to the
electrodes. An Important exception to the above statements
is indicated by the -50-volt curve. This cxirve rises to a
peak aroimd 2 ma, then drops off rather rapidly. Curves for
negative plate voltages smaller than about -60 volts behave
erratically. In this region the amplification factor may be
negative as veil as positive. This peculiarity is discussed
in connection with the analysis of the inverse transfer and
constant-cxarront curves.
The inverse mutual conductance curves are shown in
Fig. 14. These curves are regular except at small negative
values of plate voltage. The -50-volt curve suggests this
irregularity. The behavior of the curves for smaller nega
tive plate voltages is discussed along with the Inverse
transfer curves. The Inverse mutual conductance may be
negative as well as positive in this low voltage region.
The dynamic grid resistance curves are shovm in Pig. 15.
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For low values of grid current the resisteuice is quite hig^
regardless of the negative plate voltage*

This behavior is

expected since the resistance must approach infinity as the
grid current approaches zero. For grid currents in excess of
about 5 ma the negative plate voltage has relatively little
effect on the dynamic grid resistance. In this region the
grid resistance is approximately 450 ohms*

The resistance

was positive over all the inverted region which coiild be
investigated*
A supplementary set of curves of inverse amplification
factor, inverse mutual conductance, and dynamic grid re
sistance aro soon in Figs* 16, 17 and 18, respectively*

These

curves are for small negative values of plate voltage and show
the peculiarities found in the curves in this region. All
the curves of inverse amplification factor and inverse
mutual conductance show a tendency to decrease after an ini
tial increase for low values of grid current*

The curves

for plate voltages of -10 and -20 volts show a region in
which the inverse amplification factor and the inverse
mutual conductance are negative, followed by a region of
positive values*

The curves for a plato voltage of -50

volts show the beginnings of a region of negative values*
There also is evidence of the start of a sharp drop in the
-40 volt curves at the higher values of grid current*

It was

not feasible to investigate the behavior of the curves in
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tho regions In which the grid ciirrent was greater than 10
ma because of the possibility of damage to the grid of the
tube#

The dynamic grid resistance curves of Fig. 18 are

positive everywhere.

and distortion.

The gain and distortion of the three types of inverted
amplifiers were measured under experimental conditions#

The

load resistances were calibrated resistors. The alternating
input and output voltages wore measured with vacuum-tubo
voltmeters. Tho distortion was meastired with a General Radio
Typo 736-A Wave Analyzer.

In order to obtain a check on tho

measured value of gain, computations of gain were made using
the derived expressions of Table 1 and values of tho inverse
amplification factor and dynamic grid rosistance from Pigs.
13 and 16.

No effort was made to chock the measured values

of distortion by moans of graphical analysis based on the
characteristic curves since the observed values of distor
tion are too small for a check based on a graphical method
to bo of much use*
The experimental data for a plate-input grid-output
cunplifier are shown in Table 7. The measured and calculated
values of gain agree to within one per cont in all cases
except one. The second harmonic distortion rises vrith signal
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Input until the peak of the signal drives the plate voltage
into the region hetween -50 and 0 volts• In this region the
second harmonic distortion drops sharply. In the same region
the third harmonic distortion shows a sharp rise*

The wave

form of the output voltage, as viewed on a cathode ray os
cilloscope, also changes markedly in this region. This
peculiar behavior results from the irregularities of the
inverse transfer curve as seen in Fig. 8.
The experimental data for a plate-input cathode-output
amplifier are shown in Table 8. The experimental values for
gain are not much different than the values observed for the
plate-input grid-output amplifier. The maxiniun deviation
between measured end calculated values of gain is about two
per cent. Both second and third harmonic distortion tend to
rise as the signal voltage is increased. There were no
sharp changes in the amount of distortion or the appearance
of the output voltage wave as were observed in the cp-se of
the plate-input grid-output amtilifier.
The experimental dota for a cathode-input grid-output
amplifier are shown in Table 9. In this circuit it was
neoosaary to adjust the direct voltages in the grid and plate
circuits 30 that the direct voltage from grid to cathode of
the tube had the proper value. The values of the direct
grid voltage (Eq) for various load resistances ore shown in
the table. The measured value of gain approached unity as the
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size of the load resistor -was Increased, The maxlraum deviation
between measured and calculated values of gain Is about 3.5
per cent. This deviation Is somewhat higher than that of the
other two Inverted amplifiers. Both second and third har
monic distortion rise with signal voltage and decrease as the
load resistance Is Increased, The maxlmiun Input voltage
(rms) which could be supplied to the circuit without ex
cessive distortion was 10 volts for load resistances of
10,000 ohms ond greater. The Input signal was restricted to
4 volts or less when the load resistance was 1000 ohms.
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Table 7
Plate-input Grid-output Amplifier"'*
Gain and Distortion
f s 1000 ops
Ebb ® -150 volts
Ecc =
22 volts

Load Reaistanoe (Rl)
5000

3500 CSuns
3.8

3.8

3.8

2.6

2.6

2.6

Eg (Volts)

60

80

100

60

80

100

Bq (Volts)

2.25

3.0

3,7

2.3

3.05

3.8

Ic (Ma)

Gain (Meas.) 0.0375 0.0375 0.0370 0.0383 0.0381 0.0380
Gain (Calo.) 0.0372 0.0372 0.0372 0.0378 0.0378 0.0378
Distortion
^ 2nd

1.0

1.3

0.38

1.6

2.3

1.8

^ 3rd

0.2

0.4

2.4

0.54

0.68

2.2

^See Pig. 2 for circuit. The tube vma a Type 6J5
triode*
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Table B
Plate-Input Cathode-output Amplifier*
Gain and Pistortion
f
= 1000 ops
Ebb "
volta
Boo
volts

Cathode Resistance (Rk)
50,000 Ohms

10,000(^s
lo (Ma)
Eg (Volta)
(volta)

3.6

3.5

3.5

0.8

0.8

0.8

60

80

100

60

80

100

2.36

3.23

3*90

2.03

2.70

3.40

Qain (?<Ioas«) 0.0394 0.0392 0.0390 0.0338 0.0338 0.0340
Qain (Calo«) 0.0386 0.0366 0.0386 0.0340 0.0340 0.0340
Distortion
% 2nd

0.78

1.05

1.5

2.2

S,9

3.7

% 3rd

0.30

0.39

0,44

0.22

0.39

0.52

*See Pig. 3 for circuit, Tho tube vms a Typo 6J5
trlode.
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Table 9
Cathode-input Grid-output Amplifier*
Gain and Distortion
f s 1000 ops
Eg 8 200 Volts
Load Resistance (Rj,)

1

10

o
o
o
o

1,000 Ohoxs

50,000 Ohms

182

182

182

174

174

174

166

166

166

EQ (Volts)

10

10

10

8

8

7.5

6

6

5.9

(Ma)

3.6

3.7

3.8

1.4

1.4

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Eg (Volta)

2

S

4

2

4

10

2

4

10

EQ (Volts)

1.33

2.0

2.6

1.95

3.9

9.4

2.0

4.0

9.8

Gain (Meas*) 0.655 0.667 0.650 0.976 0.976 0.940 1.00

1.00

0.98

(Volts)

Ic

Gain (Gale.) 0.662 0.662 0.662 0.944 0.944 0.944 0.975 0.975 0.975
Distortion
% 2nd

2.6

4.5

7.3

0.46

1.1

4.4

% 5rd

0.40

1.05

2.1

0.04

0.18

1.7

0.29

^See Fig. 4 for circuit* The tube was a Type 6J5 triode*
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2.2

0.04
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Gain, Input Admittance, and Output Admittance

1. Comparison of inverted and conventional amplifiora*

A comparison of the voltage gain, input admittance, and
output admittance of the inverted amplifiers and their con
ventional amolifior analogs is of interest. Tables 1 throu£ih
6 are referred to in the following diacuasion.
The gain of a plate-input grid-output amplifier, in the
low frequency case, approaches a maximum equal to tho inverse
amplification factor for large values of load resictance
vAiile the gain of a plate-loaded amplifier reaches n maximum
equal to the normal amplification factor. Since the inverse
amplification factor is approximately tho reciprocal of the
normal amplification factor the gains of tho tv/o ompliflera
are also approximotely reciprocal. A triode with a large
amplification factor would, in on inverted amplifier, yield
a very small gain. For example, a 6J5 which has an amplifi
cation factor of 20 yields a maximum gain of approximately
0.04 in a plate-input grid-output amplifier.
The input admittance of a plate-input grid-output am
plifier is ordinarily much lower than that of a plate-loaded
amplifier, and is approximately equal to tho susceptanco of
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the plate-cathode plus the grid-plate Interelectrode capacitanoea«

The nmoiint of gain in the circuit, which is ordinarily

small in magnitude in respect to unity^ has little effect on
the size of the input admittance. Thus, the Miller effect^,
which is of considerable importance in the plate-loaded
amplifier, is of little consequence in the plate-input gridoutput amplifier. In the plate-loaded amplifier tho gridplate capacitance is magnified by the term (1 - A) vrtiere A
ia the gain. The gain of a plate-loaded amplifier with a
medium rau tube such aa a 6J5 ia of the order of 15 and tho
phase angle is ordinarily approximately 180 degrees• The
magnification of the grid-plate capacitance is approximately
16 timea. In addition, if the phase angle is not exactly
180 degrees there is a positive or negative conductance
component of tho input admittance.
The output admittance of a plate-input grid-output am
plifier, in tho low frequency case, is equal to tho dynamic
grid conductance and that of the plate-loaded amplifier ia
equal to tho dynamic plate conductanco. The grid conductance
of a triode is greater than its plate conductance. Thus, the
output admittance of a plate-input grid-output amplifier is
higher than that of a plate-loaded amplifier using the some
tube. In terms of output impedance, the plate-input grid-

^Ryder, op. clt,. p. 205.
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output amplifier yields the lower value#

In the case of

amplifiers using a typo 6J5 triode the dynamic grid resis
tance is approximately 1/18 the dynamic plate resistance.
The gain of a plate-input cathode-output amplifier,
in the low frequency case, approaches the value of the in
verse amplification factor as a maximum#

The gain of the

cathode-follower approaches unity as a maximum. Thus the
gain of the plate-input cathode-output an^lifier is con
siderably smaller than that of the cathode-follower ampli
fier.
The input admittance of the plate-input cathode-output
amplifier is approximately equal to the susceptance of the
grid-plat0 and plate-cathode capacitances in parallel. The
gain, which is small in respect to unity, has little effect
on this admittance. In the case of the cathode-follower the
gain is approximately unity nnd has a phase angle near zero
in the usual circuit#

This factor makes the effect of the

grid-cathode capacitance almost negligible and the input ad
mittance is primarily that of the grid-plato capacitance#
For many triodea the three interelectrode capacitances are
nearly equal#

Thus, the input admittance of the plate-input

cathode-output amplifier is approximately twice that of the
cathode-follower.
The output admittance (or impedance) of the plate-input
cathode-output and cathode-follower amplifiers io approximately
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the same because the sun of the grid conductance and inverse
mutxial conductance for typical triodes is approxlmtoly the
same as the sum of the plate conductance and the mutual
conductance*
The gain of the cathode-input grid-output amplifier,
in the low frequency case, approaches unity as a maximuiji.
The gain of the grounded-grid amplifier approaches

^ 1 aa

a maximum. Thus the gain of the grounded-grid amplifier la
considerably larger.

Because the gain of the grounded-grid

amplifier is the larger, the input admittance of this ampli
fier Is also larger than that of a cathode-input grid-output
amplifier. This is so because of the manner in tdilch the gain
enters the expressions for input admittance and the fact that
the grid-cathode and plate-cathode capacitances of the ordinary
triode are not much different*

The input admittance of both

amplifiers is ordinarily much hij^er than for the four ampli
fiers discussed previously.
The output admittance of the cathode-input grid-output
amplifier tends to be higher than that of the grounded-grid
amplifier. In the case in vjhich the frequency io low enough
that the interelectrode oapaoltoncea may bo neglected and the
source impedance is negligible, the output admittance of the
cathode-input grid-output amplifier is equal to the dynamic
grid conductance while that of the groxmded-grid amplifier Is
equal to the dynamic plate conductance.

With high source
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impedancoa tho output admittance la small#

Thus, the output

In^edancos Increase with the source lurpedance#

The output

and source Impedances aro not, horrevcr, linearly related,

Epical numerical values*

Gain, Input admittance, and output adrilttance of tho
throe inverted amplifiers under typical operating conditions
are shown in Table 10«

The sane values of dynamic grid re

sistance (500 ohms), inverse mutual conductance (85 jnicroivjios)
and load resiotance (5000 ohms) aro asnumod for the throo
amplifiers. Fach of tho throe interelectrodo capacitances is
taken as

This value of capacitanco includes about

2.5 ju/fS for socket and wiring capacitance#^ Tho calculations
are made at angular frequencies of 1 x 10® and 10 x 10®
radians per second#

These values corrospond to 0#159 and

1#59 moGacyclos, respectively#

Oain is calculated at these

frequencies and also for the low-frequency case in v/hlch tho
effect of the interelectrodo capacitanoos may bo ne^loctod#
In Tnblo 10, tho input and output admittances havo been re
duced to their equivalent values of shunt rooiotance and
shunt capacitance. In the case of output admittance those

^Input admittance of receiving tubes# RCA application
note AN-118# Harrison, New Jersey, Radio Corporation of
America# April 15, 1947,
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Table 10
Calcixlated Values of Voltage Gain, Shtxnt Input Resistance
and Capacitance, Shunt Output Resistance and Capacitance,
and Power Gain of Inverted Amplifiers
rg

= 500 caims

gjj s 85 Mlcronihoa
= °gk ® ^pk =
° 5000 Ohms
Plate-input
Grid-output
Gain
Low Freq
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mc

Cathode-input
Plate-input
Grid-output
Cathode-output

0.947 ^0
0.0372 ^0
-0.0386 /0°
0.947
7^1.140
-0.0386 A4.340 0.0372 75.050
-0.0472 >-38.280 0.0455 /33.72O 0.947 /-I.450

Rj^n (Ohma)®
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mc

57 Mee
570,000

64 Meg
661,000

5280
5240

Cin
^.159 Mc
1.59 MO

12.17
12.22

11.58
11.77

7.92
11.2

500
500

437

500

Cout
0.159 Mo
1.59 Mo

12
12

'12

12

Rout (Ohms)^»®
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mo

489

446

546,000

9

10.15

11.75

12.30
-5.95

12.48
-5.64

-0.236
—0.269

Rq^^ (Chins
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mc

Cout
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mo
Povrer Gain (db)
0.159 Mc
1.59 Mc

JShunt values.
"Zero source impedance.
®Infinite sotirce impedance.
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values have been calculated for the limiting cases of a
signal source with zero and infinite internal impedances#
The gain of the plate-input grid-output anplificr is
seen to increase with frequency#

This result arises from

the manner in which the intereloctrode capacitance terms add,
in a vector sense, to the other terms and can be interpreted
as being the result of a limited amount of positive feedback.
A similar result is noted for the plate-input cathode-output
amplifier#

The high- and low-frequency Gain of the cathode-

input grid-output amplifier is the same except for a slight
phase shift in the high-frequency case.
'.rhe masnitudo of the gain of both the plate-input L;ridoutput and plato-input cathode-output amplifiers approaches
a limiting value at high frequencies equal to Cgp/(Cgp
Per most triodes this limiting value \»ill be approximately
0.5.
The

cathode-input grid-output amplifier

remains at 0.947 up to frequencies at least as high as
1.59 mo. The gain drops at higher frequencies toward a
limiting value of Ogi(/(Cgic -h Cgp)»
The ahunt input resistance of the plato-input gridoutput and the plate-input cathode-output amplifiers is quite
higji, and is well above one-half megohm at the operating
frequency. The shunt input resistance of the cathode-input
grid-output amplifier is lov/ and is not much greater than
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the load resistance* The shimt input capacitance is nearly
the same in all three cases.
The shunt output resistance is nearly the same and
appro:ximately equal to the dsrnamic grid resistance in all
cases except one. The exception is the case of the cathodeinput grid-output amplifier supplied fron a soiirce with an
infinite impedance. In this case the ohtmt output resistance
is 546,000 ohms. This amplifier has a low shunt output re
sistance when the source impedance is low. The results,
therefore, indicate that the output resistance depends to a
large extent on the source impedance, and that the sh\int re
sistance is large when the source impedance is large. Thus,
it would be expected that the output shunt resistance would
approach the dynamic grid resistance of the inverted triode
when it was driven by another triode, but that this resistance
would assume rather large values when driven by a pentode
amplifier.
The shunt output capacitance is almost the sane in all
cases. The only case in which there is a significant differ
ence in the value of the output capacitance is that of the
plato-lnput grid-output amplifier supplied by a high impedance
source. In this case the shunt output capacitance is 9/u^t
compared to about 12 ^f in the other cases.
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B. Hlnlma and Maxima of Characteristic Curves

1. Contours of

s 0 and^j^ = 0»

Poculiarltios in the Inverse transfer and constantcurrent curves in regions of small negative plate voltage
have already been mentioned#

The nature of those peculiar

ities is best seen in Pigs. 9 and 12 which show the detailed
behavior of these c\irvea«
Contours of

s 0 are shorn on the curves of Fig, 9.

The points of intersection of these contours trith the trans
fer curves correspond, in practically all caaes, to

lUGasured

points of minimum or maximum current. Any deviations must
be attributed to experimental inaccuracies,

Kegions in

which tho slope of tho transfer curves is negative repre
sent negative inverse mutual conductance. Values of negative
inverse mutual conductanco in those regions v/ere readily
measui'od by means of tho vacuum-tube bridge#

IIo contours

of negative inverse mutual conductance are shown since they
fall clog© to tho contours for zero inverse mutual conductanco
and tend to confuse the curves#

For tho same reasons con

tours of positive inverse mutual conductance are not shovm
in Fig. 9 although such contoxirs are readily obtained by the
use of the vacuum-tube bridge.
Contours of zero inverse amplification factor are shovm
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In Pig. 12#

These contours cross the constant-current curves

at either raaxinrum or rainiraum points. Fegions of positive
slope of the constant-current curves represent regions of
negative inverse amplification factor. Two regions of posi
tive slope are shown on Fig. 12. Regions in i^icli the ampli
fication factor is negative are readily found br the use of
the vacuum-tube bridge.

Contours of negative inverse ampli

fication factor are not shown in Pig. 12 in order to keep the
presentation comparatively simple.
The manner in which the slope of the inverse transfer
curves and of the constant-current curves varies can be seen
in Pigs. 17 and 16,respectively. The inverse niutual con
ductance curves of Fig. 17 represent the slope of tho inverse
transfer cvirvos of Figs. 8 and 9. Tho regions of negative
slope, i.e., negative inverse mutual conductance, are seen
to occur for negative plate voltages smaller than about 40
volts, although the -40-volt curve shows a dovmward trend
which may result in a negative inverse mutual conductance
at values of grid current greater than 10 ma, which was con
sidered to be tho safe value of maximum grid current for
the tube.
Tho inverse amplification factor curves of Fig. 16
represent the negative of tho slope of tho curves of Figs* 11
and IS. The curves of Pig. 16 are similar in shape to those
of Pi(i. 17.
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The variations of dynasilc grid resistance in regions of
low negative plate potentials are seen in Fig. 18. The
dynamic grid resistance is positive over the entire region
shown, and there was no experimental indication that there
would be negative values anywhere in the inverted ro«;ion.
Becaxise the dynairic grid resistance is alrays positive, the
regions in which tho inverse amplification factor and tho
inverse mutual conductance are negative must correspond.
This is true because of the relation- Sn *
must hold at all possible operating points.

2.

Reasons for minima and maxima.

Tho minima and maxima of tho inverse transfer nnd
constant-current curveo and tho regions of zero and negative
inverse mutual conductance and amplification factor are all
related. The different methods of presentation of these
characteristics merely servo to emphaoize various features
of the general behavior of tho tube.

For this reason tho

inverse transfer curves of Fig. 9 will bo referred to in tho
following discussion. The discussion can, hov/ovor, bo
applied quite generally to tho constant-current curveo of
Fig. 12 or to tho curves of inverse mutual conductanco and
inverse amplification factor.
Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of tho reasons
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undorlylng the pecullaritlos of tho various characteristics
of the 6J5 tube in regions of small negative plate voltage It
should be noted that similar behavior nas observed for the
following trlode types: 6C5, 2C22, 6H7, and Western Electric
223<-A. The first two types of trlodes have overall elcctrlcal
characteristics nearly the same as those of the 6J5. They
both employ cylindrical cathode, grid and plate structures
as does the 6J5. The 6N7 is a twin trlode intended for power
amplifier service. Each of the trlode sections has an awplificatlon factor of 35 and a dynamic plate resistance of about
11,000 ohms. The mechanical construction of tho 6H7 is
similar to that of the 6J5 except for closer spacing of the
grid wires and a carbonized coating on both the grid and
plate to perrait these electrodes to radiate their heat more
effectively. The grid also has a radiating flag v/hlch ex
tends above the plate structure#

The Western Electric 22S-A

is quite different from any of the other tubes. Its grid
and plate are essentially parallel planes. Tho tungsten
filament is w-ahaped. The amplification factor is approxi
mately 2.5 and the dynamic plate resistance is approximately
2000 ohms.
A possible explanation for the minima in the inverse
transfer curves of the 6J5 v/ould bo that they are caused by
secondary emission effects. However, this explanation la
found upon examination not to be valid since secondary
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emission requires the presence of a positive colloction
electrode other than that from vdiich secondary electrons are
being emitted if the electrode atLffering secondary emission
is to exhibit a decrease of current.

Such an electrode is

not present in the inverted triode since the plate is held
at a negative potential.
A better explanation for the peaks and dips, suii^ootod
by Van dor Pol^, is given by consideration of the electric
field configuration and space charge distribution within the
tube at small negative plate potentials.

Van dor Pol docs not

go into detail in his explanation so the follov/lnG dincunsion
is an extension of Vnn dor Pol's remarks.
Most of the electrons vAiich leave the cathode £-0 to the
grid. Some electrons, hov;evor, penetrate into the grid-plato
region and have slightly more than onou£;l\ energy to reach the
plate because of their emission velocity vfhich is equivalent
to about 0.6 electron volt for the most energetic oleotrono.
As the plate voltage is made slightly more negative the
electrons vihich penetrate the grid-plate apace no longer
have enough energy to reach the plate and the plate current
drops to zero and the current to the grid rises ao a result
of this transfer of current from plate to grid. A graph of
grid and total (cathode) current la shovm in Pig. 10. It is

^Van der Pol,

cit., p. 120.
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cathode current drops from Its value with zero plate voltage
as the plate is made slightly negative, as does the current
to the plate.

In the sasio region the grid current rises

until the grid and cathode currents become equal at the noint
where the plate current drops to zero. The curves also
show that the plate current drops to zero for negative plate
voltages of the order of 0.6 volt. This Indicates that the
energy due to emission velocity of the most energotic elec
trons is of the order of 0.6 electron volt.
For somewhat more negative values of plate voltage the
electrons that enter the grid-plate space travel almost to
the plate before their direction is reversed and they rotiim
to the grid. In the region in which they reverse direction
those electrons are moving very slowly and they linger long
enough to form a negative space charge which results in the
same behavior as though the plate were moved closer to the
grid.

A "virttial" plate is therefore formed which takes a

position between the actual plate and the grid.
AO the plate voltage is made more negative fewer electrons
are admitted to the grid-plate space. The space charge effect
is lessened and the grid current tends to hold level, or even
to rise slightly.

However, as the plate is made more negative

it repels the electrons so that few enter the grid-plate
space.
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Ultimately, as the plate is made highly negative, its
action in establishing a repelling field for the electrons
reaches well beyond the grid surface#

The repellin^j field

eventually overspreads the entire cnthode and current to the
grid coases, i.e., a cut-off condition is reached. In this
last region the grid current decreases more or loss linearly
with an increaoG in the magnitude of the negative plate voltage
except for values near the cut-off voltage.

Near cut-off the

plate potential must influence the field directly between a
grid wire and the cathode and a gradual lessening of

the

rate

of decrease of grid current occurs. For this reason the tube
exiiibits a semi-remote cut-off characteristic.

C. Equipotential Lines

The plots of equipotential lines in a plane-electrode
triodo. Figs. 5 and 6, can bo employed in a qualitative sense
to explain the manner jln which the grid current varies as a
function of negative plate voltage.

Care must be used in the

interpretation of these equipotential plots because they are
for r.ero space charge conditions.
In the case in v/hioh the plate potential is 0 volts,
fig. 5a, electrons which travel in the region approximately
inidT/ay between the grid v/ires are accelerated througli a po
tential of about 3.4 volts.

As they travel a little past the
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plane of the grid vrires they enter a retarding field. These
electrons imiat lose all the energy thoy gained from tho
electric field hy the tisio they reach tho plate since the
plate and cathode are at the same potential#

The electrons

that travel this path do, honever, roach tho plate with some
ener^iy because of tlio omission velocity with v^ch thoy leave
the cathode#

Electrons; vdiicli leave tho cathode at points not

approximately midway botv70(^n tho grid wiros are accolorntcd
in a direction so tlrnt they travel to the ^rids. Those that
leave tho cathode in tho shadow of t;ho

wires travel in

an aliuost direct line to the G^id, while those that loavo at
points nearer the midpoint between the ^rids may travel past
the grid and then be rotumed to tho grid by the accolornting
field. Tho larger fraction of tho total nimbor of electrons
travel to tJie grid. A much sinaller fraction go to the plato
because tho raidreiiion in which tho electrons can overcome tho
attraction of the positive

is limited in extent.

The oqulpotentlal plot in Fi^;* 5b is of considerable
significance because it can bo used to fomulate a concopt of
hov/ space charge effects can materially alter tho potential
distribution. Consider a single electron which leaves tho
cathode at a point midway botv;eon tho grid wires. 'iTiis
eloctron v/ill travel in a strai^^t line upv/ard and midway
betv/eon tho grid wires, Aa it passes tho piano oT tho e'^ld
v/ires it enters a decelerating field and loses energy until
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Its kinetic energy and velocity are zero at a point slightly
above the zero equipotential line. The exact level at which
this electron comes to rest will be determined by its emission
velocity#

The electron is now accelerated back toward the

grids and is eventually captured by the grids#

It is possible,

of course, for the electron to oscillato up and down along
the line midway between the grids but such motion is hi£;hly
unlikely because of alight irregularities which would exist
in any actual tube and also as a result of the presenco of
other electrons.
Now consider the effect of the presence of a largo number
of electrons in the tube*

A certain number of these will be

emitted from the cathode so that they,v/ill travel past the
grid wires and into the grid-plate region#

These electrons

will follov/ much the same path as the single electron described
above*

One important difference should, however, bo noted*

In the region in which the electrons are being broixght to
a rest by the electric field these electrons are movin^^
slowly and they are able to establish a space charge deter
mined by the number of electrons in the neighborhood of the
region of zero velocity at any one time. This space charge
has the effect of providing a repelling field to approaching
electrons and causing them to reverse directions at a point
closer to the grid wires than in the case of no space charge.
The effect, then, is similar to that which would be observed
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If apace charge were negligible and the plate voltage were
made somewhat more negative, for the line of zero potential la
moved cloaer to the grid wires by the action of the space
charge*

Other equlpotentlal lines must also be shifted

toward the cathode and the result Is to cause an abnormal
decrease In grid current.
As the plate potential Is made more negative as In Pl^s.
5c and 6a the line of zero potential approaches the grid plane
and parts of this equlpotentlal line may oven drop belov/ the
grid plane.

Under these conditions very fev/ electrons pro

gress Into the grid-plate region and the voltage-doprenning
effect of space charge Is very slight. It would be expected
that the grid current should decrease linearly with an In
crease In the size of the negative plate voltage.
The plot of the equlpotentlals under cut-off conditions
Is shown In Fig. 6b. This plot does not require modification
for space charge effects since these effects are entirely
absent when no grid current flows.
An attempt was made to plot the equlpotentlal lines in
a plane-electrode tube b-y use of a model employing graphitecoated paper and brass electrodos. The non-tmiformlty of the
paper made it impossible to obtain results which could bo
checked by calculations of the type from which Pigs. 5 and 6
are plotted. In a strictly qualitative sense the results
illustraterl the manner in which the equlpotentlal lines
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changed as the plate voltage was varied. Since imthematical
procedureo v/ere available for determining the equipotential
lines, and neither the mathematical nor the experimental
method permitted introduction of the effect of apace charge,
the experimental method was abandoned in favor of the
mathematical method*

D«

Oscillations in Inverted Amplifiers

Each of the three inverted amplifiers (Figs# 2, 5 and
4) was investigated analytically to detennine if oscillations
could arise for any possible load impedance. It was determined
that none of those circuits could oscillate unless the equi
valent impedance in the input circuit was inductive. The
method of analysis did not include the possibility of oscilla
tion as o result of lead Inductance. Such oscillations, if
they should occur, would be at a very high frequency. In
verted tubes may, however, be used in various oscillator cir
cuits in much the same manner as triodes operated with posi
tive plate and negative grid voltages. In general, the amount
of positive feedback voltage provider) by the circuit must be
higher in the case of the inverted tubes because of the low
amplification factor.^

German, 0£. cit.. pp. 457, 458,
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E. Futur© Investigations

Several avenues of further investigation of the use and
behavior of inverted triodes are suggested by the present
study. A more complete explanation is needed for the shapes
of the inverse transfer and constant-current curves in the
small negative plate voltage region.

A study of the effect

of space charge with any approximate or exact mathematical
procedures that may be applied to the problem vrould be of
help in devising a qviantative interpretation of the reasons
for the maxima and minima of these cxirves.

As is the case

with almost any problem Involving space charge effects in
systems with relatively complicated geometries, a mathemati
cal approach would be expected to become highly involved.
some simplifying assumptions might be devised which would
load to reasonable estimates of electron paths and velocities.
An associated problem is the amount of electron focusing
caused by the positively charged grid wires in an inverted
triode.
The effect of filament voltage on the characteriotics
of inverted triodes should be stixdied in detail.

A casual

investigation of the effect of filament voltages indicated
that the shape of the inverse transfer curves of the 6J5
remained substantially unchanged for filament voltages down
to less them one-half the normal value. The value of the
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grid CTirrent dropped along tho entire length of the curves
but the maxima and ninimn were 3till present.

A more de

tailed study of effect of filament voltage might add to an
imderstanding of the underlying reasons for the character
istics of inverted triodes.
The results of the present investigation indicate that
many triodes have the same general kind of inverted character
istics and that peculiarities in the inverse transfer curves
are common to a wide variety of triodes*

Future investiga

tions might encompass a wide variety of triodes for the pui'pose of determiniivs if nil triodes exhibit tho same general
type of inverted characteristics#

Any exceptions that could

be found should form a basis for a more complete explanation
of the reasons for the characteristics of inverted triodes#
The possibility of building oscillators which utilise
inverted triodes has already been suggested.

Very little

evidence of any considerable amount of work in this area was
found in tho search of tho literature#

V/hile it appears that

invortod oscillators would generally bo simple analogs of
conventional oscillators it is possible that osoillatorn vAlth
characteristics different from Imovm oscillators mi^iht be
developed#

In particular, the negative slopes of some of tho

characteristic curves of inverted triodes might form the
basis for a new type of negative resistance oscillator.
An oscillator v/hich utilizes tho negative slopes of some of
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the curves would be expected to be somewhat more stable than
negative resistance oscillators which employ negative rosistancea arising from secondary emission effects.

At fixed

grid and plate supply voltages the charactoriatic curves of
an inverted triode are not subject to changes except those
due to at^ing and these changes would occur slowly.

Negative

reaiatances obtained from secondary emission effects tend to
be somewhat unstable and are ordinarily subject to rather
rapid changes.
The inverted charactoristica of multigrid amplifier
tubea and tho circuita vihich utilir.e thoao tubea offer nnother
field of investigation#

No work in this area was indicated

in the aearch of tho literature except that of Schneeberger^
who used an inverted tetrode in a vacuiim-tube voltmeter
circuit.

^Schneeborger, on. olt«. pp. 40-42.
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V.

SUHMAKSr

Inverted trlodes laay be used In several types of orapllfier circuits which are analogs of conventional amplifier
circuits. These are plate-input grid-output, plate-input
cathode-output, and cathode-input grid-output circuits which
are analogs, respectively, of plate-loaded, cathode-follower,
and grounded-grid amplifiers#

In inverted service, the grid

of the triode, a 6J5 for example, is. Operated with n positive
supply voltage of from 20 to 50 volts and the plate ia oper
ated at a negative potential of from 100 to S50 volts. I'he
roles of the grid and plate, in respect to their functions
in conventional amplifiers, are reversed.
The voltage gain of plate-input grid-output and plateinput cathode-output amplifiers is much less than unity and
has a maximum magnitude equal approximately to the reciprocal
of the normal ainplification factor of the tube. The input
impedance of these two amplifiers is very high, approaching
the limits set by the intorelectrode capacitances of the
tube, and so the power gain is also very high. The output
impertance is approximately equal to the dynamic grid rosistanco and has a value of about 500 ohms for a 6J5 tube. The
large ratio of input to output Impedance makes these tv/o in
verted an^lifiors useful as impedance transformers.
A cathode-input grid-output amplifier has a voltage gain
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of approximately unity• The input in^edance Is low and about
equal to the load impedance. The output Impedance is approxi
mately equal to the sum of the dynamic grid resistance of the
tube and the impedance of the signal source.
In inverted service, the grids of voltage amplifier
triodes such as the 6J5, 6C5, and 2C22 are capable of passing
currontg up to 10 ma at a potential of 10 volts with no
damage to the Gi'id structure#
The characteristic curves of inverted triodes are
regular and linear over a large portion of the operating
region. The linearity of the curvoo and the largo biasing
voltage on the plate permit the use of signal voltages of the
order of 100 to 150 volts (peak) with very low values of
harmonic distortion. However, in the regions of the char
acteristic curves corresponding to small negative plate
voltages, of the order of 5 to 15 volts, considerable nonlinearity is found. In these regions both the inverse mutual
conductance and inverse amplification factor may be negative.
Operation of inverted amplifiorfl in tliese regions loads to
large amounts of distortion.
The a-c equivalent circuits for inverted triodes are
analogs of the equivalent circuits of triodes used in a con
ventional manner. The roles of the grid and plate are inter
changed#

The equivalent circuits are useful In the cunalysis

of the behavior of circuits employing inverted triodes#
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Inverted trlodes may be used in oscillator circuits,
but the amount of positive feedback must be much larger
than in ordinary oscillators. Very little work has been done
in this area.
The use of inverted raultigrid tubes has been the sub
ject of very little study.

A comprehensive investigation

in this field could possibly uncover some novel circuit
arrangements with interesting and useful characteristics.
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